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Swirl Sack Hat Crochet Pattern 
 

  
 

           
             Materials: 

      ● Yarn: Approximately 75 yards of bulky (5) 
weight yarn for smaller sizes, and approx. 175 
yards for largest size 

                   ● Crochet Hook: Size 6.5 mm (K/10.5) 
              OR whatever size is needed to achieve gauge 

              ● 1 Medium or Large Button       

              ● Yarn or Tapestry Needle 
 
           Abbreviations: 

              ●CH: Chain 

              ●SC: Single Crochet 

              ●DC: Double Crochet 

              ●FPDTR: Front Post Double Triple Crochet  
           Stitch – yarn over three times, insert hook around  
           the front of designated stitch, pull one loop up (total  
           of five loops on hook now), pull through two loops a  
           total of four times.  *These sts will always be worked  
           around the designated stitch of the previous SC  
           round* 

                   ●**: Repeat the section in between the two stars 
           as specified 

            

          Gauge: 
                    6 sts = 2 inches (5 cm)  
                    in Double Crochet     
                    ***It is important to check your gauge!***  
 
 
 

          Average Head Circumference: 
                    Newborn: 13-14” 
                    0-3 Months: 14-15” 
                    3-6 Months: 14-17” 
                    6-12 Months: 16-19” 
                    1-3 Years: 18-20” 
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Newborn Hat Pattern  
 Chain 40 
 Join in the round by slip stitching first and last sts together 

Round 1: CH1, skip the first chain, SC into the second chain and each chain in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch (40 total sts including starting chain) 
Round 2: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 3: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next two sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
first stitch of last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of the next 7 sts, FPDTR (insert hook 
around SC stitch which is eight sts from the last SC round stitch you worked into), skip the next 
stitch* Repeat 3 more times, SC into each of the next 4 sts, slip stitch into first stitch (40 total sts) 
Round 4: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 5: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next six sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
top of the first FPDTR stitch you worked in the last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of 
the next seven sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the top of the next FPDTR stitch you worked in the 
last SC round), skip the next stitch* Repeat 3 more times, slip stitch into first stitch 
Repeat Rounds 2-5 until your piece measures approx. 6.75 inches (17.25cm) from the starting 
edge.  End on a repeat of Round 2 or 5. 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in all ends. 

Using your choice of ribbon or yarn, gather the hat 1.75” (4.5cm) from the top, and tie tightly. 
(Optional) Sew on your favorite button into the middle of the ribbon to add a fun touch! You can 
also sew just the ribbon down if you’d like to make sure it stays securely in place.  

  

0-3 Month Pattern 
Chain 40 

 Join in the round by slip stitching first and last sts together 
Round 1: CH1, skip the first chain, SC into the second chain and each chain in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch (40 total sts including starting chain) 
Round 2: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 3: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next two sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
first stitch of last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of the next 7 sts, FPDTR (insert hook 
around SC stitch which is eight sts from the last SC round stitch you worked into), skip the next 
stitch* Repeat 3 more times, SC into each of the next 4 sts, slip stitch into first stitch (40 total sts) 
Round 4: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 5: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next six sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
top of the first FPDTR stitch you worked in the last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of 
the next seven sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the top of the next FPDTR stitch you worked in the 
last SC round), skip the next stitch* Repeat 3 more times, slip stitch into first stitch 
Repeat Rounds 2-5 until your piece measures approx. 7 inches (17.75cm) from the starting edge.  
End on a repeat of Round 2 or 5. 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in all ends. 

Using your choice of ribbon or yarn, gather the hat 1.5” (3.75cm) from the top, and tie tightly. 
(Optional) Sew on your favorite button into the middle of the ribbon to add a fun touch! You can 
also sew just the ribbon down if you’d like to make sure it stays securely in place.  
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3-6 Month Pattern 
Chain 48 

 Join in the round by slip stitching first and last sts together 
Round 1: CH1, skip the first chain, SC into the second chain and each chain in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch (48 total sts including starting chain) 
Round 2: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 3: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next two sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
first stitch of last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of the next 7 sts, FPDTR (insert hook 
around SC stitch which is eight sts from the last SC round stitch you worked into), skip the next 
stitch* Repeat 4 more times, SC into each of the next 4 sts, slip stitch into first stitch (48 total sts) 
Round 4: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 5: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next six sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
top of the first FPDTR stitch you worked in the last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of 
the next seven sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the top of the next FPDTR stitch you worked in the 
last SC round), skip the next stitch* Repeat 4 more times, slip stitch into first stitch 
Repeat Rounds 2-5 until your piece measures approx. 7.5 inches (19cm) from the starting edge.  
End on a repeat of Round 2 or 5. 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in all ends. 

Using your choice of ribbon or yarn, gather the hat 1.5” (3.75cm) from the top, and tie tightly. 
(Optional) Sew on your favorite button into the middle of the ribbon to add a fun touch! You can 
also sew just the ribbon down if you’d like to make sure it stays securely in place.  

 

 
6-12 Month Pattern 

Chain 48 
 Join in the round by slip stitching first and last sts together 

Round 1: CH1, skip the first chain, SC into the second chain and each chain in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch (48 total sts including starting chain) 
Round 2: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 3: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next two sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
first stitch of last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of the next 7 sts, FPDTR (insert hook 
around SC stitch which is eight sts from the last SC round stitch you worked into), skip the next 
stitch* Repeat 4 more times, SC into each of the next 4 sts, slip stitch into first stitch (48 total sts) 
Round 4: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 5: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next six sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
top of the first FPDTR stitch you worked in the last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of 
the next seven sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the top of the next FPDTR stitch you worked in the 
last SC round), skip the next stitch* Repeat 4 more times, slip stitch into first stitch 
Repeat Rounds 2-5 until your piece measures approx. 8 inches (20.25cm) from the starting edge.  
End on a repeat of Round 2 or 5. 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in all ends. 

Using your choice of ribbon or yarn, gather the hat 1.5” (3.75cm) from the top, and tie tightly. 
(Optional) Sew on your favorite button into the middle of the ribbon to add a fun touch! You can 
also sew just the ribbon down if you’d like to make sure it stays securely in place.  
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1-3 Year Pattern 
Chain 56 

 Join in the round by slip stitching first and last sts together 
Round 1: CH1, skip the first chain, SC into the second chain and each chain in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch (56 total sts including starting chain) 
Round 2: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 3: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next two sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
first stitch of last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of the next 7 sts, FPDTR (insert hook 
around SC stitch which is eight sts from the last SC round stitch you worked into), skip the next 
stitch* Repeat 5 more times, SC into each of the next 4 sts, slip stitch into first stitch (56 total sts) 
Round 4: CH2, skip the first stitch, DC into the second stitch and each stitch in round, slip stitch 
into first stitch 
Round 5: CH1, skip the first stitch, SC into each of the next six sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the 
top of the first FPDTR stitch you worked in the last SC round), skip the next stitch, *SC into each of 
the next seven sts, FPDTR (insert hook around the top of the next FPDTR stitch you worked in the 
last SC round), skip the next stitch* Repeat 5 more times, slip stitch into first stitch 
Repeat Rounds 2-5 until your piece measures approx. 8.5 inches (21.5cm) from the starting edge.  
End on a repeat of Round 2 or 5. 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in all ends. 

Using your choice of ribbon or yarn, gather the hat 1.5” (3.75cm) from the top, and tie tightly. 
(Optional) Sew on your favorite button into the middle of the ribbon to add a fun touch! You can 
also sew just the ribbon down if you’d like to make sure it stays securely in place.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
This design, a written work and images are a copyright of 

©MelodysMakings and may not be copied or reproduced in any way. 
You have permission to sell finished products made from this pattern, but please leave a link to my 

website, www.melodys-makings.com, in your product listing specifying that I am the designer of this 
pattern.  Thank you for supporting me as a work at home mother! 

http://www.melodys-makings.com/

